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Abstract—Anti-jerk controllers actively suppress the torsional4
oscillations of automotive drivetrains, caused by abrupt varia-5
tions of the traction torque. The main benefits are: i) enhanced6
passengers’ comfort; and ii) increased component life. Extensive7
literature deals with the design of anti-jerk controllers for electric8
powertrains with on-board motors, i.e., in which the electric motor9
is part of the sprung mass of the vehicle, and transmits torque to10
the wheels through a transmission, half-shafts and constant velocity11
joints. Nevertheless, a complete and structured comparison of the12
performance of the different control options is still missing. This13
study addresses the gap through the assessment of six anti-jerk14
controllers – five exemplary formulations from the literature, and15
one novel formulation based on explicit nonlinear model predictive16
control (eNMPC). All proposed control structures have the poten-17
tial to be implemented on production vehicles. A set of objective18
performance indicators is defined to assess the controllers, which19
are tuned through an optimization-based routine. Results show that20
the wheel speed input is critical to enhance controller performance,21
but may lead to reduced robustness.22
Index Terms—Anti-jerk control, electric vehicle, on-board23
electric motor.24
I. INTRODUCTION25
ABRUPT traction torque variations can induce mechanical26 resonance and oscillations in vehicle drivetrains in the27
5-50 Hz frequency range [1]. These oscillations are caused by28
the torsional compliance of the driveline components, e.g., the29
half-shafts [2], and are emphasized by the inevitable presence of30
mechanical play – also known as backlash – in the transmission31
gears [3]. In general, the torsional oscillations of automotive32
drivetrains cause: i) oscillations of the longitudinal vehicle accel-33
eration, which compromise passenger comfort; and ii) premature34
hardware wear [1].35
Internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, hybrid electric36
vehicles and electric vehicles with on-board electric motors37
(EMs) can suffer from torsional drivetrain oscillations. However,38
ICE drivetrains are usually fitted with additional inertias and39
mechanical dampers to mitigate the intrinsic unevenness of the40
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ICE torque delivery. The absence of these mechanical devices 41
in on-board electric powertrains, which are the focus of this 42
study, makes them especially prone to torsional oscillations [4]. 43
Moreover, EMs have significantly higher bandwidth than ICEs, 44
which further facilitates the excitation of the drivetrain torsional 45
dynamics in conditions of swift torque demand variations. 46
Anti-jerk controllers mitigate such behavior, by applying 47
corrections to the traction torque requested by the driver or a 48
higher level controller, Tref . However, this control action may 49
have a counterproductive effect on the acceleration performance 50
and/or vehicle responsiveness. 51
Firstly, anti-jerk controllers can be classified based on the 52
feedforward or feedback nature of their control structure. Further 53
categorization of feedback anti-jerk controllers can be based on 54
the adopted error variable, which must be representative of the 55
drivetrain oscillations or related discomfort level. Hence, in this 56
study the anti-jerk control implementations from the literature 57
are divided into the following five categories: 58
 Category 1 controllers, i.e., feedforward controllers in the 59
form of filters on Tref . For example, the implementations 60
in [5] and [6] only consist of the feedforward contribution; 61
however, it is also very common to combine the feed- 62
forward controller with a feedback contribution, e.g., to 63
compensate external disturbances and model mismatches. 64
In [7] and [8], the feedforward contribution is in the form of 65
a low-pass filter that smoothens the motor torque demand. 66
Kawamura et al. [9] design a feedforward controller, im- 67
plemented on the first-series production Nissan Leaf, based 68
on: i) an approximate inverse plant model; and ii) a transfer 69
function providing the desired closed-loop dynamics. The 70
system also includes a feedback contribution, in the form 71
of a disturbance observer. In [10] and [11], Pham et al. 72
present a feedforward flatness-based controller, which is 73
coupled with a feedback contribution to compensate for 74
model mismatches and external disturbances. 75
 Category 2 controllers, i.e., feedback controllers based on 76
the oscillating component of the EM speed (indicated as 77
θ˙EM,vib in the remainder), or ICE speed, which is fed to the 78
controller to calculate the corrective torque. According to 79
the experience of the authors in collaborative projects with 80
industry, this anti-jerk control method is widely adopted 81
in production vehicles. There are different ways of cal- 82
culating θ˙EM,vib: i) the patent by Visteon [12] applies a 83
series of high pass filters to the measured motor speed, 84
θ˙EM ; ii) in [9] and [13], Nissan and Hyundai/Kia calcu- 85
late an oscillation-free motor speed, θ˙EM,nom, through a 86
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rigid drivetrain model fed with Tref , and then θ˙EM,vib is87
obtained as θ˙EM − θ˙EM,nom; and iii) the Ecostar patent88
[14] manipulates θ˙EM with a series of half-wave rectifiers.89
 Category 3 controllers, i.e., feedback controllers based90
on the drivetrain torsion rate, Δθ˙, calculated from the91
measured EM or ICE speed, and driven wheel speed, θ˙w.92
θ˙w is not normally used in production anti-jerk controllers.93
The simplest control structure of this kind, also known as94
tachometric controller [15], feeds Δθ˙ into a proportional95
regulator that calculates the corrective anti-jerk torque, i.e.,96
the controller acts as a virtual linear damper between EM97
and wheel [7], [8], [16]. In [10] and [11], a tachometric con-98
trol structure is combined with a model-based feedforward99
contribution. Yamada et al. [17] add a switching logic, to100
cope with drivetrain backlash. In general, the feedback on101
Δθ˙ can be based on any control structure, e.g., proportional102
derivative control [18], H control [19], and model predic-103
tive control (MPC). MPC can find a compromise between104
contrasting objectives, as in [20], in which the MPC cost105
function includes terms penalizing: i) Δθ˙, to enhance pas-106
sengers’ comfort; and ii) the anti-jerk corrective torque,107
not to reduce the longitudinal acceleration performance.108
Similarly, the category 3 anti-jerk MPCs in [21] and [22]109
target the concurrent reduction of the drivetrain oscillations110
and longitudinal acceleration time.111
 Category 4 controllers, i.e., feedback controllers based112
on the drivetrain torsion angle, Δθ, or drivetrain torque,113
Td. Due to the usually negligible damping of the elec-114
tric drivetrain components, in a first approximation it is115
Td ∼= KΔθ, where K is the equivalent torsional stiffness116
of the drivetrain [1]. Therefore, the feedback controllers117
based on Δθ and Td can be grouped together. For example,118
Angeringer et al. [23] propose a sliding mode controller on119
Δθ; Amann et al. [1] and Bottiglione et al. [4] present pole120
placement controllers on Td, and Lv et al. [24] discuss121
a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller on Td.122
In [25] a mode-switching controller deals with backlash:123
when the gear teeth are in contact, the algorithm selects124
a category 4 controller, similar to the one in [24], while a125
sliding mode controller based onΔθ˙ (category 3 controller)126
is adopted during backlash traversing. In [26] and [27],127
Batra et al. propose a traction and cruise control system128
with anti-jerk capabilities, based on a category 4 MPC129
architecture.130
 Category 5 controllers, i.e., feedback controllers based on131
the longitudinal vehicle acceleration, ax. Only a few stud-132
ies adoptax as control variable, because of the considerable133
uncertainty and noise associated with its measurement,134
which is conducted by inertial measurement units and is135
affected by the vehicle sprung mass resonance [28] and136
road slope [29]. To the best of our knowledge, the only ex-137
perimentally validated anti-jerk controller of this category138
is described in [30], and calculates ax from an unspecified139
estimation of vehicle speed, vx.140
Despite the vast amount of publications on the topic, only141
a few studies compare the performance of several anti-jerk142
controllers. For example, Jiang et al. [31] compare three 143
controllers from categories 2, 3 and 5, in a simulation 144
environment adopting a simplified Pacejka tire model formula- 145
tion without relaxation. The results do not include the effect of 146
measurement noise, which is crucial for category 5 controllers. 147
Lagerberg et al. [32] contrast three drivetrain backlash control 148
approaches in a simplified simulation environment. However, 149
although a unified and objective tuning routine is essential for a 150
fair comparison, the previous papers do not report the controller 151
tuning procedure. Moreover, the controllers are not assessed 152
through objective indicators, but only via qualitative observation 153
of the vehicle acceleration profiles. König et al. [33] focus their 154
attention on the synthesis of robust anti-jerk controllers, and 155
compare implementations designed via H, DK-, DGK- and 156
µK-iteration. The conclusions only evaluate the robustness of 157
the system with respect to parametric uncertainty. Regarding 158
the drivetrain oscillation reduction, the authors of [33] claim 159
that “the simulations do not show good performance in terms of 160
driving comfort, since the controller activity is very high.” Zhao 161
et al. [34] adopt an optimization procedure to tune two anti-jerk 162
controllers from categories 3 and 4. The results are not helpful 163
for our comparison, as the scope is to evaluate the capabilities 164
of a hardware-in-the-loop rig to emulate automotive drivetrains, 165
and the performance of the controllers is not directly compared. 166
In the literature it is rather common to compare a novel controller 167
with a simple implementation from previous publications, e.g., 168
see Rodriguez et al. [15] and Stewart et al. [6]. The first study 169
compares a novel category 4 controller with a tachometric 170
controller, while the latter proposes a new technique to design 171
a linear multiparametric feedforward controller, which is con- 172
trasted with a simple rate limiter on the motor torque request. 173
In summary, none of the previous studies provides an objective 174
assessment of a wide range of anti-jerk controllers. To cover 175
the gap, this paper uses an experimentally validated vehicle 176
simulation model to compare five anti-jerk controllers from 177
the literature with a novel anti-jerk controller based on explicit 178
nonlinear model predictive control (eNMPC). The aim is to 179
provide clear indications on strengths and weaknesses of each 180
option, and create awareness in anti-jerk control selection for 181
electric powertrains. To provide a fair comparison, all controllers 182
are tuned through an automated optimization routine, and are 183
assessed via objective performance indicators. 184
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section II discusses 185
the linear model for the computation of gain and phase margins 186
as well as pole and zero locations, and the nonlinear model for 187
control system assessment. Section III describes the controllers. 188
Section IV deals with the performance assessment process, 189
including the objective tuning routine. Section V presents the 190
simulated maneuvers and results. Finally, Section VI summa- 191
rizes the main conclusions. 192
II. PLANT MODELS 193
The case study plant is a fully electric vehicle prototype, 194
implemented during the FP7 European project E-VECTOORC. 195
The vehicle demonstrator is based on a Range Rover Evoque 196
(Fig. 1) fitted with four on-board switched reluctance EMs. Each 197
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Fig. 1. The fully electric vehicle prototype of the E-VECTOORC project.
TABLE I
MAIN VEHICLE PARAMETERS
EM is connected to the respective wheel through a single-speed198
transmission, constant-velocity joints, and a half-shaft. The main199
vehicle parameters are reported in Table I.200
A. Linear Model201
The linear model (see its schematic in Fig. 2) is used for the202
computation of the gain and phase margins as well as pole and203
zero locations with the relevant controllers during the control204
system design phase (see Section IV). The formulation considers205
a first order approximation of the inverter and EM dynamics, the206
mass moments of inertia and gear ratios of the main mechanical207
components, the torsional dynamics of the half-shafts, and tire208
slip behavior including relaxation. In the figure, the symbols209
T , J , K, C and θ respectively indicate a torque, mass moment210
of inertia, torsional stiffness, torsional damping coefficient (or211
longitudinal tire slip stiffness) and angular position. The nota-212
tions i and η indicate gear ratios and efficiencies. With respect213
to the subscripts, g, g1 and g2 refer to the gearbox and its input214
and output shafts; hs, w, dt and v refer to the half-shaft, wheel,215
delayed tire torque (by the relaxation effect) and vehicle; aero216
and roll refer to the aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance.217
The model equations, reported in Appendix A, are arranged in218
a state-space form [35]:219 {
X˙7×1 = A7×7X7×1 +B7×1U1×1
Y3×1 = C3×7X7×1 +D3×1U1×1
(1)
where X7×1, U1×1 and Y3×1 are the state, input and output220
vectors, and A7×7, B7×1, C3×7 and D3×1 are constant matrices.221
For three vehicle speeds, 30 km/h, 60 km/h and 90 km/h, Fig. 3222
shows the Bode plots of the following transfer functions, ob-223
tained from the state-space formulation: i) Gv(s) = θ¨v/Tplant;224
and ii)Gw(s) = θ¨w/Tplant, where θ¨v is the angular acceleration225
of the equivalent vehicle inertia,Tplant is the EM torque demand,226
and s is the Laplace operator. In the frequency range relevant to227
anti-jerk control [36], the plots show a resonance peak between 228
5 Hz and 8 Hz. Vehicle speed influences the frequency response 229
because of tire slip, which is modeled with the linearized formu- 230
lation in (48). In a first approximation, the tire behaves like an 231
equivalent torsional damper between the wheel and the equiv- 232
alent vehicle inertia. The damping coefficient is (Cs/θ˙w0)Rw, 233
where Cs is the longitudinal slip stiffness of the tire, and θ˙w0 234
is the respective angular wheel speed at the linearization point. 235
An increase of vehicle speed implies a larger θ˙w0, and thus a 236
tire damping coefficient reduction. This justifies the increased 237
wheel resonance peak in Fig. 3, and, because of the decoupling 238
between wheel and vehicle, the slight reduction of the vehicle 239
acceleration resonance peak. 240
B. Nonlinear Model 241
The nonlinear model is a development of the one in [37]. In 242
addition to the features of the linear model, the nonlinear model, 243
developed in Matlab-Simulink, includes a nonlinear Pacejka tire 244
model, with tire relaxation length, σk, dependent on vertical tire 245
load and slip ratio [38]: 246
σk = (σk0 −X1) · exp (−X2 k) +X1 (2)
σk0 = Fz [PT 1 + PT 2 (Fz − Fz0)]
· exp [−PT 3 (Fz − Fz0)] Rw0
Fz0
(3)
where X1, X2, PT 1, PT 2, PT 3 and Rw0 are tire parameters, k 247
is the tire slip ratio, and Fz and Fz0 are the actual and nominal 248
vertical loads. 249
The backlash is modeled through a piecewise formulation of 250
the half-shaft torque, Ths [39]: 251
Ths =
{
0 if |Δθ| ≤ BLsize
T ∗hs if |Δθ| > BLsize
(4)
T ∗hs = Khs (|Δθ| −BLsize) sign (Δθ) + ChsΔθ˙ (5)
where Δθ and Δθ˙ are the half-shaft torsion angle and torsion 252
rate, Khs and Chs are the drivetrain torsion stiffness and damp- 253
ing coefficients, and BLsize is half of the nominal backlash, 254
measured at the wheel. 255
For model validation, the case study electric vehicle demon- 256
strator was experimentally tested at the Lommel proving ground 257
(Belgium) along several tip-in maneuvers with different initial 258
speeds and torque demands. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 overlap the 259
measured experimental response and the simulation results. In 260
particular, Fig. 4 refers to tip-in maneuvers with a final motor 261
torque demand of 30 Nm per EM, from initial vehicle speeds of 262
30 km/h, 60 km/h and 90 km/h; Fig. 5 refers to tip-in maneuvers 263
from the same initial speeds and a final torque demand of 60 Nm 264
per EM. The match between simulations and experiments is very 265
good, and the simulation model can be considered a valuable tool 266
for control system performance comparison. 267
III. ASSESSED ANTI-JERK CONTROLLERS 268
Six anti-jerk controllers were selected according to the fol- 269
lowing criteria: a) to cover a wide range of alternatives from the 270
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Fig. 2. Simplified schematic of the powertrain layout considered in the linear model.
Fig. 3. Bode plots of the plant at 30 km/h, 60 km/h and 90 km/h.
TABLE II
SELECTED ANTI-JERK CONTROLLERS
literature; and b) ease of implementation on a real vehicle. The271
assessment of b) was primarily based on two conditions:272
 Ease of availability of the required measured signals on273
production vehicles. Therefore, in this study the only inputs274
for the controller are the torque request, Tref , the motor275
torque estimated by the inverter, TEM , the motor speed,276
θ˙EM , and the wheel speed, θ˙w.277
 Limited computational requirements. In this respect, the278
main criterion was to avoid any online optimization.279
Nonetheless, offline optimizations were allowed, as they280
are not constrained by the performance of the vehicle281
computing hardware.282
The criteria led to the selection of the anti-jerk controllers283
in Table II, which, for each controller, indicates the name and284
category according to the classification in Section I, the mea-285
sured and estimated inputs, and Popt, i.e., the vector of tuning286
parameters. The elements ofPopt are optimized through a unified 287
tuning routine, detailed in Section IV. 288
Category 5 controllers were excluded from this study, because 289
of their limited industrial interest, based on multiple conversa- 290
tions of the authors with technical specialists. A newly developed 291
controller, i.e., controller F, was included in the set. This is an 292
explicit nonlinear model predictive controller (eNMPC) based 293
on Δθ, and thus is a category 4 controller. The explicit formu- 294
lation was chosen to reduce the computational requirements, as 295
it only requires off-line optimizations [40]. 296
A. Feedforward Controller 297
A feedforward controller is a simple anti-jerk solution, and is 298
often adopted as term of comparison for more complex systems, 299
e.g., in [5]. This study uses a second order low-pass filter (LPF 300
in Fig. 6), which is applied to Tref : 301
LPF =
Tplant
Tref
(s) =
1
τA2s2 + 2τA s+ 1
(6)
where τA is the filter time constant. 302
B. Controller Based on the Oscillating 303
Component of the Motor Speed 304
This controller (Fig. 7) is based on the patent in [12]. The only 305
required measurement is θ˙EM , which is manipulated through a 306
second-order high-pass filter,HPF , to obtain its high frequency 307
component, θ˙EM,vib: 308
HPF (s) =
θ˙EM,vib
θ˙EM
(s) =
τB
2s2
τB2s2 + 2τB s+ 1
(7)
309
The corrective torque, Tcorr, is calculated by a proportional 310
controller: 311
Tcorr = KB θ˙EM,vib (8)
where τB andKB are the tuning parameters. Note that [12] does 312
not include gain scheduling with vehicle speed, and therefore 313
this comparison follows the formulation of the original patent. 314
C. Disturbance Observer Controller 315
This controller was used in the first-series production Nissan 316
Leaf. References [9] and [41] present the controller and its tuning 317
for tip-in maneuvers only. The control structure (Fig. 8) consists 318
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Fig. 4. 30 Nm tip-in tests from initial vehicle speeds of 30 km/h (left), 60 km/h (center), and 90 km/h (right). The continuous lines refer to the experimental data,
the dotted lines refer to the nonlinear simulation model results. The motor and wheel speeds are those of the left front corner.
Fig. 5. 60 Nm tip-in tests from initial vehicle speeds of 30 km/h (left), 60 km/h (center), and 90 km/h (right). The continuous lines refer to the experimental data,
the dotted lines refer to the nonlinear simulation model results. The motor and wheel speeds are those of the left front corner.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the feedforward controller.
Fig. 7. Block diagram of the controller based on the oscillating component of
EM speed.
Fig. 8. Block diagram of the disturbance observer controller.
TABLE III
POLES AND ZEROS OF Gp(s)
of: i) a feedforward contribution, which outputs the corrected319
feedforward torque, Tcorr,FF ; and ii) a disturbance observer,320
which generates the feedback torque correction, Tcorr,FB . The321
EM torque request to the plant, Tplant, is the sum of these two322
contributions.323
The transfer functions for control design are Gp(s), Gr(s)324
and H(s):325
 Gp(s) is a three-pole two-zero transfer function from the326
motor torque, Tplant, to the motor speed of the nominal327
plant, θ˙EM,nom, i.e., the motor speed in case of absence of328
model mismatches and external disturbances:329
Gp (s) =
θ˙EM,nom
Tplant
=
1
s
as2 + bs+ c
s2 + 2ζpωps+ ωp2
=
(s− z1) (s− z2)
(s− p1) (s− p2) (s− p3) (9)
where a, b, c, ωp and ζp are constants. ωp and ζp represent330
the natural frequency and equivalent damping ratio of the331
powertrain. p1−3 and z1−2 are the system poles and zeros,332
which were obtained from the linear model of Section II-A,333
and are reported in Table III. However, p1 and p2, i.e., the334
Fig. 9. Block diagram of the tachometric controller.
poles responsible for the oscillation of θ˙EM , were further 335
adjusted through the tuning parameters ΔRe and ΔIm, as 336
described in Section IV. 337
 Gr(s) is the transfer function from Tref to a desirable, i.e., 338
oscillation-free, EM speed response, θ˙EM,des [41]: 339
Gr (s) =
θ˙EM,des
Tref
=
1
s
as2 + bs+ c
s2 + 2ωrs+ ωr2
(10)
where ωr is a tuning parameter. 340
 H(s) is a band-pass filter, the central frequency of which 341
coincides with the natural frequency of the plant: 342
H (s) =
2 (1 − ζp)ωps
s2 + 2ωps+ ωp2
(11)
The transfer function of the feedforward contribution is 343
Gr(s)/Gp(s), which manipulates the torque request to obtain a 344
desirable plant response. The disturbance observer copes with 345
the external disturbances and model mismatches. As shown in 346
Fig. 8, Tplant is sent to Gp(s), which outputs θ˙EM,nom. Then, 347
θ˙EM,nom − θ˙EM is fed to H(s)/Gp(s), which tries to make the 348
actual plant behave as the nominal one described byGp(s). Such 349
design procedure does not leave room to further tuning of the 350
filter H(s), which is based on the parameters already calculated 351
for the nominal plant transfer function, Gp(s). 352
D. Tachometric Controller 353
The tachometric controller of this study (Fig. 9) includes a 354
switching logic to cope with backlash [17]. The corrective torque 355
is: 356
Tcorr = P Δθ˙ (12)
whereP is the proportional gain, andΔθ˙ is the drivetrain torsion 357
rate defined as: 358
Δθ˙ = θ˙EM/ig − θ˙w (13)
where ig is the transmission gear ratio. The switching logic 359
defines P according to the following rule: 360
P =
{
KD if
(
θ˙EM − θ˙w
)
θ˙w ≥ 0
0 else
(14)
where KD is a positive real constant. 361
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of the controller based on the drivetrain torque.
E. Controller Based on the Drivetrain Torque362
This controller (see Fig. 10) is based on the control structure363
that was tested on a Mercedes-Benz A-Class electric vehicle364
demonstrator in [1] and [4]. The implementation consists of: i) a365
Luenberger observer, which uses TEM , θ˙EM and θ˙w to estimate366
the drivetrain torque, Td; and ii) a pole placement controller.367
1) Luenberger Observer: The Luenberger observer uses a368
two-inertia model with backlash, which represents the behavior369
of a single equivalent half-shaft. The equations are presented370
for the front-wheel-drive configuration of the electric vehicle,371
as this will be used for controller comparison.372
The input torque is calculated as:373
Tin = TEM igηg (15)
where ηg is the gearbox efficiency. The first mass moment of374
inertia, J1, includes the EM rotor inertia, JEM ; the inertia of the375
primary and secondary gearbox shafts, Jg1 and Jg2; and half of376
the total half-shaft inertia, Jhs:377
J1 = JEM ig
2 + Jg1ig
2 + Jg2 + 0.5Jhs (16)
The second inertia, J2, includes the driven wheel, Jw; half of378
the total half-shaft inertia, Jhs; half of the vehicle mass, Mv;379
and the inertia of a non-driven wheel, Jndw.380
J2 = Jw + 0.5 Jhs + 0.5 MvRw2 + Jndw (17)
The angular speeds of the two inertias, θ˙1 and θ˙2, are related381
to the measured motor and wheel speeds:382 {
θ˙1 = θ˙EM/ig
θ˙2 = θ˙w
(18)
The estimate error vector of the Luenberger observer is:383
ek =
[
θ˙1,k − ̂˙θ1,k
θ˙2,k − ̂˙θ2,k
]
(19)
where the subscript k identifies the current time step. The384
drivetrain torque is given by:385
Td,k =
⎧⎨⎩0 if
∣∣∣Δθˆk∣∣∣ ≤ BLsize
Khs Δθˆ
∗
k + Chs
(̂˙
θ1,k − ̂˙θ2,k) else
(20)
Δθˆ∗k = sign
(
Δθˆk
) (∣∣∣Δθˆk∣∣∣−BLsize) (21)
The dynamic equations updated with the measurements are:386 ̂˙
θ1,k+1 =
̂˙
θ1,k +
ts
J1
(Tin,k − Td,k) + L1ek (22)
TABLE IV
OPEN-LOOP SYSTEM POLES AND ZEROS AT 30 KM/H
̂˙
θ2,k+1 =
̂˙
θ2,k +
ts
J2
(Td,k − 0.5 Taer,k − 0.5 Troll,k) + L2ek
(23)
Δθˆk+1 = Δθˆk +
ts
2
[(̂˙
θ1,k+1 − ̂˙θ2,k+1)+ (̂˙θ1,k − ̂˙θ2,k)]
+ L3ek (24)
where ts is the time step size. The wheel torque contributions 387
related to the aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance, Taero,k 388
and Troll,k, are given by: 389
Taero,k =
1
2
RwρSvCd
(̂˙
θ2,kRw
)2
(25)
Troll,k = Rw
[
f0Mvg + f2Mvg
(̂˙
θ2,kRw
)2]
(26)
where ρ is air density; Sv is the vehicle frontal area; Cd is 390
the aerodynamic drag coefficient; f0 and f2 are the tire rolling 391
resistance coefficients; and g is the gravitational acceleration. 392
The Luenberger gains, L1, L2, and L3, are defined as: 393
L1 =
[
l1 0
]
L2 =
[
0 l2
]
L3 =
[
l3 −l3
] (27)
2) Pole Placement Controller: To design the pole placement 394
controller, G(s), the plant was modeled with a five-pole and 395
three-zero transfer function (see Table IV), Td/Tplant, which 396
was obtained from the linear model in Section II-A. G(s) is a 397
three-pole three-zero transfer function: 398
G (s) =
Tcorr
Td
= KE
b3s
3 + b2s
2 + b1s+ b0
a3s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0
= KE
(s− z4) (s− z5) (s− z6)
(s− p6) (s− p7) (s− p8) (28)
399
The suggestions in [4] were followed to place the poles and 400
zeros of the open-loop transfer function, reported in Table IV. 401
An equal number of controller poles and zeros has been added, 402
to obtain a time-causal system. The first zero of the controller 403
transfer function, z4, is placed in the origin, not to vary the 404
steady-state torque request. All controller poles are located in 405
the far left part of the complex plane, to minimize their influence 406
on the closed-loop poles. The remaining two complex conjugate 407
controller zeros, z5 and z6, are placed close to the imaginary 408
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of the eNMPC.
axis, in the left half plane, to pull the closed-loop dominant409
poles, i.e., those responsible for the drivetrain resonance, as far410
as possible from the imaginary axis. The rationale is to increase411
the system damping, without changing its natural frequency.412
This is achieved if the closed-loop locus for the dominant poles,413
which is influenced by the position of z5 and z6, is kept on a414
circular path around the origin. In fact, the damping ratio of a415
pair of complex-conjugate poles depends on the angle between416
the lines connecting the poles to the origin and the imaginary417
axis. Moreover, the distance between the poles and the origin418
determines the natural frequency of the undamped system [35].419
Finally, the controller gain KE , which defines the position of420
the closed-loop poles on the closed-loop loci, was optimized421
according to the routine in Section IV.422
F. Explicit Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller423
The prediction model adopted for the eNMPC anti-jerk im-424
plementation (Fig. 11) derives from [42], which compares the425
MPC prediction model formulations from [20], [26], [43] and426
[44], and shows that the best one is a two-inertia model with427
backlash. Therefore, this formulation has been adopted here, as428
described by equations (29)-(31):429
θ¨1 =
1
J1
(Tin − Ths) (29)
θ¨2 =
1
J2
(Ths − 0.5 Taer − 0.5 Troll) (30)
430
The half-shaft torque is given by the sum of a stiffness431
contribution with backlash and a small damping contribution:432
Ths =
1
2
Khs (Δθ −BLsize) {tanh [K1 (Δθ −K2)] + 1}
+
1
2
Khs (Δθ +BLsize) {tanh [−K1 (Δθ +K2)] + 1}
+ Chs
(
θ˙1 − θ˙2
)
(31)
where Δθ = θ1 − θ2 is the equivalent torsion angle of the driv-433
etrain; and K1 and K2 are tuning parameters of the backlash434
model, which approximates a linear-piecewise behavior.435
The contradicting performance requirements of maximizing436
comfort, i.e., reducing the drivetrain oscillations, and closely437
tracking the torque demand, i.e., maintaining high vehicle re-438
sponsiveness, are incorporated in the cost function, V , which is439
the same as in [20]. V includes a term based on Δθ˙, and a term440
based on the deviation of the anti-jerk torque output from the441
reference torque of the high-level controller: 442
V (tk) =
∫ tf
tk
{
qx
[
θ˙1 (t)− θ˙2 (t)
]2
+ ru[Tref (tk)−Tplant (t)]2
}
dt (32)
where t is time, and qx and ru are weights, which are optimized 443
according to the routine in Section IV. The integral in (32) is 444
defined over the prediction horizon [tk, tf ]. tk is the current 445
time, and tf = tk +Npts is the final time, where Np = 4 is 446
the number of prediction steps and ts = 1 ms is the adopted dis- 447
cretization step. Such a short prediction horizon was determined 448
with a sensitivity analysis. 449
To account for the actual EM limitations, appropriate con- 450
straints are incorporated in the optimal control problem formu- 451
lation: 452{
−TEM,max ≤ TEM ≤ TEM,max
−PEM,max ≤ TEM θ˙EM ≤ PEM,max
(33)
where ±TEM,max and ±PEM,max are the maximum values of 453
torque and power in traction and regeneration. 454
The continuous formulation of the optimal control problem 455
with dynamic constraints is parametrized and discretized, and 456
expressed in the general form: 457
V ∗ (z, xp) = min
z
V (z, xp) s.t. Gconstr (z, xp) ≤ 0 (34)
which represents a multi-parametric nonlinear pro- 458
gramming problem. The parameter vector, xp(tk) = 459
[θ˙1(tk), θ˙2(tk),Δθ(tk), Treq(tk)], combines the initial 460
conditions of the ordinary differential equations of the system 461
model and the tracking reference. The vector of decision 462
variables, z = [U,X], combines the input vector, U , and in- 463
termediate state vector, X . U = [TEM (tk), . . . , TEM (tk+Nc)] 464
includes the prediction model inputs, which can vary Nc 465
times over the horizon, where Nc is the number of control 466
steps, and then are kept constant. X = [x(tk+1), . . . , x(tk+Np)] 467
combines the intermediate states, which are treated as additional 468
optimization variables in the adopted simultaneous approach, 469
where x(t) = [θ˙1(t), θ˙2(t), θ1(t)− θ2(t)] is the state vector. In 470
the receding horizon approach, the optimal solution of (34), 471
z∗, is calculated at each time step. The first element of U , i.e., 472
TEM
∗(tk), is extracted and applied to the plant. The iteration of 473
the process makes the control system a closed-loop approach. 474
The online solution of (34) is computationally demanding, 475
especially when considering the low values of implementa- 476
tion time step for EM-based anti-jerk controllers. Therefore, 477
this study uses the explicit solution of the control problem, 478
according to the methodology in [45] and [46]. Compared to 479
the more common implicit MPC, the explicit approach allows 480
lower execution times, and facilitates the off-line verification and 481
validation processes typical of automotive functional safety [40]. 482
G. Activation and Deactivation 483
In this study, the anti-jerk controller activation and deactiva- 484
tion are managed through an activation gain, ranging from 0 to 485
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1, which is multiplied by the corrective anti-jerk control torque.486
The gain is set to 1 if the absolute value of the corrective torque487
is greater than 20 Nm, or its time derivative exceeds ±8000488
Nm/s. After the activation, if the same variables remain lower489
than the respective deactivation thresholds for longer than 0.3 s,490
during which the gain is still kept equal to 1, the activation gain is491
linearly decreased from 1 to 0, and the controller is deactivated.492
IV. OBJECTIVE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND493
CONTROLLER TUNING ROUTINE494
A. Performance Indicators495
The assessment of the proposed anti-jerk controllers uses the496
following indicators (see also the ISO standards [47] and [48]):497
 The fourth power vibration dose value, V DVa∗x , evaluating498
the vehicle comfort level:499
V DVa∗x =
4
√∫ T2
T1
a∗x4dt (35)
where a∗x(t) is the zero-mean profile of the longitudinal500
vehicle acceleration, ax. a∗x(t) is calculated by filtering501
ax through a Butterworth high-pass filter with a cut-off502
frequency of 8 Hz. T1 is the time instant at which Tref503
is increased/decreased during the tip-in/tip-out maneuvers;504
T2 is 1 s later than T1, and represents the end of the relevant505
part of the tip-in/tip-out maneuvers.506
 The root-mean-square value of the longitudinal accelera-507
tion, RMSa∗x , which also accounts for the comfort level:508
RMSa∗x =
√
1
T2 − T1
∫ T2
T1
a∗x2dt (36)
 Δvx , which quantifies the degradation of the acceleration509
performance caused by the anti-jerk controller:510
Δvx = vx,passive (T2)− vx,active (T2) (37)
where vx,passive(T2) and vx,active(T2) are the passive511
(without anti-jerk control) and active (with anti-jerk con-512
trol) vehicle speed values at the end of the tip-in test.513
 Δt,a, which evaluates the vehicle responsiveness to mo-514
tor torque requests. Δt,a is the time delay between the515
application of a step input in EM torque request, and the516
achievement of a reference longitudinal vehicle accelera-517
tion, ax,ref , arbitrarily defined as 70% of the steady-state518
acceleration of the passive vehicle.519
 The integral of the absolute value of the control action,520
IACA, which evaluates the control effort:521
IACA =
1
T2 − T1
∫ T2
T1
|Tref − Tplant| dt (38)
 The cost function J , which combines in a weighted sum522
all the previous performance indicators:523
J = Wc
(
W1V DVa∗x +W2RMSa∗x
)
+Ws (W3Δvx
+W4IACA+W5Δt,a) (39)
Fig. 12. Parameter distributions for the Monte Carlo analysis.
whereW1−5 are the weights for the individual performance 524
indicators, while Wc and Ws define the relative signif- 525
icance of the comfort indicators (V DVa∗x and RMSa∗x) 526
and acceleration performance indicators (Δvx , Δt,a and 527
IACA). If J is used as cost function for the optimization- 528
based tuning of an anti-jerk controller during tip-in tests, 529
an increase of Wc reduces the longitudinal acceleration 530
oscillations, at the price of a decay in the acceleration 531
performance. An increase of Ws has the opposite effect. 532
B. Controller Tuning Routine 533
The controller tuning routine finds appropriate values of the 534
parameters in Table II, while providing desirable stability prop- 535
erties. 536
1) Stability Constraints: It is common practice to assess the 537
stability of a feedback controller through the phase margin (PM) 538
and gain margin (GM), obtained from the open-loop transfer 539
function of the system [35]. In this study, the parameters of 540
controllers B, D, and E, listed in Table II, were constrained to 541
guarantee GM ≥ 15 dB and PM ≥ 60 deg (where applicable), 542
and a desirable location of the poles of the closed-loop transfer 543
function. The relevant values were obtained from the linear 544
model in Section II. 545
Stability constraints were not applied to: 546
 Controller A, as it is a feedforward controller. 547
 Controller C. Although the literature provides formal meth- 548
ods to design stable disturbance observers by tuning the 549
filter H(s) [49], controller C follows the implementation 550
in [9] and [41], which does not leave room for further 551
adjustments. 552
 Controller F. The literature provides a few approaches 553
to assess the stability of implicit MPC implementations 554
[50], [51], [52], [53]. However, to the best of the authors’ 555
knowledge, there is no comparable practical nonlinear 556
MPC theory addressing the stability and sub-optimality for 557
eNMPCs. Therefore, in this study the stability of controller 558
F was assessed empirically and a-posteriori, through 1000 559
simulated tip-in scenarios according to a Monte Carlo 560
approach. Fig. 12 reports the distributions of the randomly 561
selected parameters: i) Initial vehicle speed, v0, according 562
to a uniform distribution between 5 km/h and 90 km/h; ii) 563
Backlash, according to a Gaussian distribution with mean 564
value of 1.7 deg (referred to the wheels), and standard 565
deviation of 0.33 deg. The mean BLsize of this analysis was 566
purposely selected to be higher than its value (1 deg) for 567
the nominal vehicle; and iii) Height of the power spectral 568
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Fig. 13. Torque request profiles (Tref ) during tip-in (left) and tip-out (right).
density of the white noise on the measured EM and wheel569
speeds, hPSD, according to a Gaussian distribution with570
mean value 2.5e−6 and standard deviation 6.25e−7. The571
controller was considered stable if, after 1 s from the step572
torque input of the considered tip-in, the vehicle accelera-573
tion reached its steady-state value with a ±5% tolerance.574
2) Optimization Routine: A novel unified routine, using the575
fmincon interior-point nonlinear programming solver of Matlab,576
optimizes Popt for each controller (see Table II). The optimiza-577
tion problem is described by:578
J∗ = min
Popt
J |T2T1
s.t. PLB ≤ Popt ≤ PUB
GM≥15 dB and PM≥60 deg (if applicable)
(40)
where J is the cost function described in (39), evaluated during579
a nominal tip-in test; J∗ is the optimal value of the cost function;580
PLB and PUB are the lower and upper bounds on Popt; and T1581
and T2 are the initial and final times of the relevant part of the582
test.583
The nominal tip-in test, indicated as test scenario 1 in the584
remainder, is run with the non-linear simulation model (see585
Section II-B), by activating only its front electric powertrains,586
not to induce front-to-rear coupling effects. Tref is described in587
Fig. 13: from 0 s to 0.2 s, a negative torque of -3 Nm is applied to588
the plant. Then, from 0.2 s to 0.21 s, Tref is linearly increased to589
60 Nm. The change of input torque sign allows the assessment590
of the backlash compensation capability of the controller. The591
test starts from 30 km/h. The simulations are launched with the592
values of the tuning parameters in Table II that are iteratively593
imposed by the optimization solver.594
Initially, optimizations were run for different values of the595
weights W1-W5 of J , with Wc = Ws = 1. In this condition,596
W1-W5 were defined to bring a comfortable vehicle response for597
all controllers during test scenario 1. Once W1-W5 were fixed,598
the optimization-based tuning of the parameters of controllers599
A-F was carried out for two set-ups of Wc and Ws: i) Comfort600
mode, with Wc = Ws = 1; and ii) Sport mode, with Wc = 0.5601
and Ws = 1.602
V. SIMULATION RESULTS603
A. Test Scenarios604
To assess their performance and robustness in nominal and605
sub-optimal conditions, the controllers were tested along the606
following 11 test scenarios, simulated with the experimentally607
validated nonlinear vehicle model in its front-wheel-drive con-608
figuration:609
Fig. 14. Vehicle speed during the driving cycle.
 Test scenario 1 (nominal test), i.e., the tip-in test used to 610
tune the controllers. 611
 Test scenario 2 (signal noise and delay injection test). 612
Compared to test scenario 1, this test adds: i) band-limited 613
white noises on TEM , θ˙EM and θ˙w, according to the 614
values measured on the demonstrator vehicle; and ii) an 615
uncompensated 15 ms pure time delay on θ˙w, as the signal 616
is usually provided by the vehicle stability control unit, 617
through the CAN (controller area network) bus [1]. Tref , 618
TEM and θ˙EM are considered available with negligible 619
delays, as they are directly processed by the powertrain 620
control unit and are based on hard-wired sensors. 621
 Test scenario 3 (increased backlash test), similar to test 622
scenario 1, with BLsize incremented from 1 deg (nominal 623
value referred to the wheel) to 1.5 deg. 624
 Test scenario 4 (higher initial speed test), similar to test 625
scenario 1, with v0 increased from 30 km/h to 90 km/h. 626
 Test scenario 5 (reduced tire-road friction coefficient), 627
similar to test scenario 1, with tire-road friction coefficient, 628
μ, reduced from 1.2 to 0.6. 629
 Test scenario 6 (increased motor response time), similar to 630
test scenario 1, with motor time constant increased from 631
2.2 ms to 30 ms. 632
 Test scenario 7 (increased payload), similar to test scenario 633
1, with vehicle mass increased from 2350 kg to 2750 kg. 634
 Test scenario 8 (uphill driving), similar to test scenario 1, 635
with road slope increased from 0% to 5%. 636
 Test scenario 9 (downhill driving), similar to test scenario 637
1, with road slope decreased from 0% to -5%. 638
 Test scenario 10 (tip-out test). The torque profile for the 639
tip-out is shown in Fig. 13. The initial vehicle speed is 30 640
km/h, and the initial Tref is equal to 60 Nm. From 0.2 s to 641
0.21 s, Tref is linearly decreased to -6 Nm. ax,ref , i.e., the 642
reference acceleration to calculate Δt,a, is set to zero. As 643
the speed at the end of a tip-out test andΔvx are not relevant 644
for this maneuver, W3 was set to zero in the computation 645
of J . 646
 Test scenario 11 (driving cycle). This test evaluates the con- 647
trollers in realistic driving conditions. The vehicle speed 648
profile (see Fig. 14) is from a 120 s long section of the class 649
3 worldwide harmonized light vehicles test cycle (WLTC). 650
The cost function J summarizes the overall performance; 651
therefore, Fig. 15 plots the J values for all testing scenarios 652
in comfort mode. The performance indicators are reported in 653
Tables VIII-XVII in Appendix B, in which the best performing 654
controllers have their J values highlighted in bold. 655
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Fig. 15. Values of the cost function J reported for all controllers in comfort
mode for the considered test scenarios.
B. Analysis in Nominal Conditions (Test Scenario 1)656
Fig. 16 allows a qualitative controller performance657
comparison during test scenario 1, in comfort mode. Each658
subplot refers to a different controller, and shows the time659
histories of the modified torque request on the left, and the660
respective longitudinal vehicle acceleration on the right, which661
is compared with the one of the same vehicle without anti-jerk662
controller. The anti-jerk control benefits are clearly visible in663
terms of longitudinal acceleration oscillation reduction. In par-664
ticular, the controllers not requiring wheel speed measurements665
(controllers A, B and C) take at least 0.5 s to settle to a constant666
vehicle acceleration. The feedforward controller (controller A)667
is the slowest controller to reach a steady-state acceleration668
condition (approximately 1 s after the torque step application).669
Both controllers B and C provide good responsiveness; however,670
the longitudinal acceleration profile with controller B shows a671
rather severe peak before settling to the steady-state value, whilst672
for controller C the peak is more moderate. Thus, in nominal673
conditions, controller C is the best controller among those only674
based on EM speed.675
On the other hand, the controllers requiring both motor and676
wheel speed signals (controllers D, E and F) substantially reduce677
the longitudinal acceleration oscillations, settling to a constant678
acceleration right after the tip-in torque input. Controller D679
achieves a very smooth and prompt acceleration build-up. With680
controller E, some oscillations arise in the motor torque request681
during backlash traversing; however, they are not transmitted to682
the vehicle acceleration profile.683
The superior performance of the controllers using both motor684
and wheel speed inputs (controllers D, E and F) is confirmed by685
the low values of J (see Fig. 15), with controller D achieving686
the best result. In comfort mode, the performance of controller687
C is remarkable, as its cost function is just slightly higher than688
that of the controllers using the wheel speed signal; moreover,689
its comfort indices (V DVa∗x and RMSa∗x) are the lowest among690
the considered controllers, as shown in Fig. 17.691
Finally, the indicators confirm the poor performance of con-692
troller A: in comfort mode, V DVa∗x andRMSa∗x are higher than693
for the other controllers (Fig. 17), and the speed achieved at the694
end of the test is the lowest one (see Δvx in Fig. 18). In sport695
mode, controller A provides similar performance to the passive696
vehicle. For this reason, in the other test scenarios controller A697
will be tested only in comfort mode.698
C. Robustness Analysis 699
Test Scenario 2. Signal Noise and Time Delay Injection: 700
The passive case and the feedforward controller are not affected 701
by measurement noise and delay. Fig. 15 shows that their cost 702
function values do not change with respect to the nominal case. 703
The measurement noise related to θ˙EM is lower than the one 704
affecting θ˙w, in accordance with the experimental measurements 705
on the specific electric vehicle demonstrator. Moreover, θ˙w is 706
also affected by the time delay related to the transmission of the 707
signal on the CAN bus. Therefore, the controllers based on both 708
θ˙EM and θ˙w are expected to be more penalized in this scenario 709
than controllers B and C. This assumption is generally true, 710
with the exception of controllers B and F. In fact, because of its 711
model-based nature, controller B proves to be very sensitive in 712
this scenario; on the contrary, the eNMPC shows a remarkable 713
robustness with respect to noise injection. The other controllers 714
behave as expected. In particular, the noisy measurements cause 715
some oscillations in the motor torque demand profiles of con- 716
trollers D (see Fig. 19) and E. This effect could be mitigated by 717
the introduction of low-pass filters in the controller D formula- 718
tion, as proposed by [7] and [8]. In comfort mode, controller D 719
achieves the highest Δvx (see Fig. 18). This is not an isolated 720
result, as in most of the other maneuvers controller D achieves 721
the second worst Δvx value, which highlights its rather modest 722
acceleration performance. 723
Test Scenario 3. Increased Backlash: The increased 724
transmission backlash causes higher oscillations in the passive 725
vehicle. This is reflected in a significant value of ΔJnom, i.e., 726
the percentage variation of the cost function with respect to the 727
nominal case, which is 9%, as shown in Fig. 20. In this scenario, 728
all controllers are similarly affected, withΔJnom values ranging 729
from 9% to 14%. 730
Test Scenario 4. Increased Initial Speed: In accordance 731
with the frequency response characteristics in Fig. 3, the 732
longitudinal acceleration oscillations of the passive vehicle de- 733
crease with increased initial speed. This is also reflected in 734
the ΔJnom value, equal to −18% (see Fig. 21). Despite this 735
favorable scenario, controller A is the only one that considerably 736
reduces its cost function value (ΔJnom =−9%). Because of its 737
model-based nature, controller B shows particularly high values 738
of ΔJnom, respectively 17% and 15% in comfort and sport 739
modes. The other controllers (C, D, E and F) experience marginal 740
variations of their cost functions, withΔJnom in the±3% range. 741
These results imply that gain scheduling with vehicle speed 742
would be beneficial to enhance anti-jerk control performance 743
for a wide range of vehicle speeds. 744
Test Scenario 5. Reduced Tire-Road Friction Coefficient: 745
The reduced tire-road friction coefficient, μ, causes a reduction 746
of the passive vehicle oscillations. Therefore, the comfort indi- 747
cators and, consequently, J , drop with respect to the nominal 748
case; in particular, ΔJnom for the passive vehicle is −14% 749
(Fig. 22). 750
Surprisingly, in these conditions the behavior of the 751
controllers is almost unchanged with respect to the nominal case, 752
with ΔJnom ranging between 0.1% and 1.5%. To understand 753
why the passive vehicle is sensitive to variations of μ and its 754
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Fig. 16. Time domain results for test scenario 1 in comfort mode. The dotted lines refer to the passive vehicle; the solid lines refer to the controlled vehicle.
Fig. 17. V DVa∗x and RMSa∗x in nominal conditions for all controllers in
comfort mode.
Fig. 18. Δvx in nominal conditions and in case of signal noise and time delay
injection, for all controllers in comfort mode.
Fig. 19. Time domain results for test scenario 2. The dotted lines refer to the
passive vehicle; the solid lines refer to the vehicle with controller D in comfort
mode.
Fig. 20. ΔJnom in test scenario 3 for all controllers in comfort and sport
modes.
Fig. 21. ΔJnom in test scenario 4 for all controllers, in comfort and sport
modes.
Fig. 22. ΔJnom in test scenario 5 for all controllers in comfort and sport
modes.
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Fig. 23. Tire slip ratio profiles in nominal conditions (left) and for reduced
tire-road friction coefficient (right). The dotted lines refer to the passive vehicle;
the solid lines refer to controller D in comfort mode.
Fig. 24. ΔJnom in test scenario 6 for all controllers in comfort and sport
modes.
controlled configurations are not, Fig. 23 reports the profiles of755
the driven tire slip ratio, k, calculated as:756
k =
θ˙wRw − vx
θ˙wRw
(41)
757
The anti-jerk control action keeps the slip ratio below 0.01,758
both in nominal and reduced friction conditions. For very low759
slip ratios, such as those provided by the anti-jerk controllers,760
the variation of μ does not affect tire response, and thus the761
controlled vehicle is not affected in this scenario. On the con-762
trary, the passive vehicle is characterized by significant slip763
ratio dynamics, which depend on the drivetrain oscillations and764
tire-road friction level. In fact, in the passive vehicle, the slip765
ratio peak following the tip-in is approximately doubled in the766
reduced friction case.767
Interestingly, this analysis also suggests that anti-jerk con-768
trollers can be beneficial to the reduction of tire wear and traction769
control system interventions.770
Test Scenario 6. Increased Motor Response Time: An in-771
creased motor time constant results in slower drivetrain re-772
sponse, which translates into reduced drivetrain oscillations for773
the passive vehicle, having a ΔJnom value of approximately774
−30% in Fig. 24. A marginal performance improvement with775
respect to the nominal case is also shown by the feedforward776
controller (controller A). On the contrary, all feedback con-777
trollers experience a performance decay with respect to the nom-778
inal configuration. This is especially evident for the controllers779
requiring both motor and wheel speed inputs, i.e., controllers D,780
E and F, for which ΔJnom ranges from 14% to 30%.781
Test Scenario 7. Increased Payload: In the passive vehicle,782
the increased payload provokes a reduction of V DVa∗x and783
RMSa∗x and a slight increase of Δt,a (see Table XIV), causing784
negative ΔJnom of approximately −10% (see Fig. 25). Similar785
Fig. 25. ΔJnom in test scenario 7 for all controllers in comfort and sport
modes.
Fig. 26. V DVa∗x and RMSa∗x calculated in the tip-out test for all the
controllers in comfort mode.
Fig. 27. Time domain results for test scenario 10. The dotted lines refer to the
passive vehicle; the solid lines refer to the vehicle with controller D in comfort
mode.
values for ΔJnom are observed for all controllers, with the 786
exception of controller C, for which ΔJnom is approximately 787
−2% and −3% in the sport and comfort modes. 788
Test Scenarios 8 and 9. Uphill and Downhill Driving: 789
The variation of the road gradient only marginally affects most 790
controllers, withΔJnom values in the range±2%, see Tables XV 791
and XVI. The exception is represented by controller C, which 792
is more influenced by these scenarios, with a maximum ΔJnom 793
value equal to 6.9%. 794
Test Scenario 10. Tip-Out Test: In this scenario, controllers 795
A, B, C, E and F successfully reduce the longitudinal vehicle 796
acceleration oscillations. Compared to the passive vehicle (see 797
Fig. 26), V DVa∗x and RMSa∗x drop by up to 75%. Controller 798
D (see Fig. 27) shows a significant overshoot in the vehicle 799
acceleration, which results from the switching logic described 800
in Section III-D, and negatively affects its comfort indicators. 801
Test Scenario 11. Driving Cycle: The relevant performance 802
indices are V DVa∗x , RMSa∗x and IACA. They have been cal- 803
culated for the whole duration of the maneuver, i.e., from T1 = 804
0 s until T2 = 120 s. Table V shows the results for the passive 805
vehicle and the vehicle with the controllers in comfort mode. 806
All controllers reduce the vehicle acceleration oscillations, 807
as confirmed by the comfort indices, which are always lower 808
than for the passive case. The best performance is achieved by 809
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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 11: DRIVING CYCLE
Fig. 28. Motor torque and vehicle acceleration for the first tip-in of the
considered driving cycle section. The dotted lines refer to the passive vehicle;
the solid lines refer to controller F.
TABLE VI
MAXIMUM RUNTIMES DURING A TIP-IN MANEUVER
controller F, followed by controllers E, B, C and D. Fig. 28810
highlights the behavior of controller F during the first, and811
hardest, acceleration of the driving cycle, i.e., from 10 s to 10.5 s.812
The oscillations of the longitudinal vehicle acceleration, which813
are visible in the passive vehicle, are removed by the control814
action.815
D. Runtime Analysis816
To verify the real-time capability of the considered con-817
trollers, they were implemented on a rapid control prototyping818
unit, i.e., a dSpace MicroAutoBox II 1401/1513, with an IBM819
900 MHz processor. Table VI shows the maximum controller820
runtime, registered over 500 calls during the tip-in maneuver821
in nominal conditions. The maximum runtimes are well below822
the selected sampling time of 1 ms, and therefore all considered823
controllers are real-time capable.824
E. Analysis of the Effect of the Wheel Speed Measurement on825
Controller Performance826
In most conditions there is a clear performance gap between827
the controllers not using wheel speed information (controllers828
A-C in Table II) and those requiring the wheel speed input829
TABLE VII
CONTROLLER COMPARISON OVERVIEW
(controllers D-F in Table II). This is confirmed by the fact 830
that that the best value of J (highlighted in bold in Tables 831
VIII-XVII) is always achieved by a controller requiring wheel 832
speed inputs. The superior performance brought by the wheel 833
speed information is especially evident in comfort mode, in test 834
scenarios 1, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 9, in which the use of the wheel speed 835
inputs brings lowerJ values by 5% to 10%. The performance gap 836
between the two groups of controllers is significantly reduced in 837
case of noise and delay injection, higher motor response time and 838
tip-out maneuvers, see the results for test scenarios 2, 6 and 10. 839
VI. CONCLUSION 840
This simulation study compared six real-time capable anti- 841
jerk controllers for on-board electric powertrains. The selected 842
controllers have the potential to be implemented on production 843
vehicles, and cover most of the typologies from the literature. 844
For fairness of comparison, an optimization-based routine to 845
tune anti-jerk controllers has been introduced and extensively 846
tested, which uses a set of objective performance indicators 847
to automatically determine the values of the main controller 848
parameters. The resulting controller performance is summarized 849
in Table VII. The analysis, focused on a case study electric 850
vehicle, brings the following conclusions: 851
 With respect to the passive vehicle, the feedforward con- 852
troller (controller A) is only beneficial in the least de- 853
manding maneuvers. The main issues are the considerable 854
response delays and poor acceleration performance. 855
 The controller based on θ˙EM,vib (controller B) provides 856
excellent responsiveness, but its comfort indicators are 857
usually worse than for the other feedback controllers. This 858
anti-jerk configuration is robust in all scenarios, with the 859
exception of the initial vehicle speed variation, which could 860
be addressed through gain scheduling. 861
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 The disturbance observer controller (controller C) achieves862
a good compromise between comfort and responsiveness863
in tip-in maneuvers. Its downside is the lack of robustness864
with respect to measurement noise, backlash, and increased865
initial vehicle speed, where the last issue could be over-866
come with gain scheduling.867
 In many scenarios, the performance of the feedback con-868
trollers is improved by the addition of the wheel speed869
signals.870
 The tachometric controller (controller D) is a simple yet871
effective formulation that shows good robustness with872
respect to parameter variations. In particular, controller873
D achieves the best performance in most of the proposed874
scenarios, including nominal conditions, increased back-875
lash, increased vehicle speed, reduced tire-road friction876
coefficient, increased payload, and different road gradients.877
The drawbacks are that its effective operation requires878
accurate wheel speed measurement, and its control action879
tends to reduce the vehicle speed at the end of a tip-in more880
than the other feedback controllers.881
 The controller based on Td (controller E) provides a per-882
formance level close to that of the eNMPC, with lower883
computational effort. However, the corrective motor torque884
demanded by controller E is characterized by important885
oscillations during backlash traversing. Even though these886
oscillations are not transmitted to the vehicle acceleration887
profile in the considered scenarios, they could affect the888
transmission components.889
 The eNMPC (controller F) shows consistently good be-890
havior both in comfort and sport modes, especially in case891
of measurement noise and delay injection, conditions in892
which it achieves the best performance among the consid-893
ered implementations. Its main drawback is the require-894
ment for specialized development and tuning efforts, with895
respect to more conventional control structures.896
 An obstacle to the adoption of controllers E and F is that897
they require an accurate and reliable estimation of the half-898
shaft torque, or the relative angular displacement between899
motor and wheel, which implies the implementation and900
tuning of a dedicated observer.901
 In both high and low friction conditions, the anti-jerk902
control action tends to keep the tires of the driven axle903
in a low slip ratio region during the powertrain torque tran-904
sients. This can contribute to the reduction of the traction905
controller interventions and tire wear.906
APPENDIX A907
LINEAR PLANT MODEL OF THE DEMONSTRATOR908
The inverter and EM dynamics are modeled as a first order909
system:910
TEM = Tplant − τEM T˙EM (42)
where τEM is the inverter/motor group time constant,TEM is the911
motor torque, and Tplant is the torque request. For an individual912
corner, the motor and gearbox are modeled as a single inertia, 913
defined as: 914
Jeq,1 = JEM + Jg1 +
Jg2
i2g ηg
(43)
where ηg is the gearbox efficiency. The respective moment 915
balance equation is: 916
Jeq,1θ¨EM = TEM − Ths
igηg
(44)
where Ths is the half-shaft torque, defined as: 917
Ths = Khs
(
θm
ig
− θw
)
+ Chs
(
θ˙m
ig
− θ˙w
)
(45)
The wheel moment balance equation is: 918(
Jw +
Jhs
2
)
θ¨w = Ths − Tdt − Troll (46)
Tire relaxation is considered through the delayed tire torque 919
Tdt, defined as: 920
Tdt = Tt − τwT˙dt (47)
where τw is the time constant corresponding to the relaxation 921
length. The tire torque, Tt, is calculated by linearizing the 922
Pacejka magic formula: 923
Tt = Tt,0 +Rw
Cs
ϑ˙w0
(
θ˙wθ˙v0
ϑ˙w0
− θ˙v
)
(48)
where Tt,0 is the tire torque at the linearization point; θ˙v = 924
vx/Rw is the angular speed of the equivalent vehicle inertia, 925
Jv; and θ˙v0 and θ˙w0 are the vehicle and wheel speeds at the 926
linearization point. The linearized tire rolling resistance torque 927
for the driven wheels is: 928
Troll = Fz0Rw
(
f0 − f2R2wθ˙2w0 + 2f2 R2wθ˙w0θ˙w
)
(49)
where Fz0 is the vertical tire load in the linearization point. The 929
equivalent mass moment of inertia of the vehicle body is: 930
Jv = Mv R
2
w (50)
The vehicle moment balance is: 931
Jv
4
θ¨v = Tdt − Taero4 (51)
where the linearized aerodynamic drag torque is: 932
Taero = Rw
[
−1
2
ρSvCd
(
θ˙v0Rw
)2
+ ρSvCd
(
θ˙v0 Rw
)(
θ˙v Rw
)]
(52)
The equations were further manipulated and rearranged in the 933
state-space formulation shown in (1), with 7 states in the state 934
vector X7×1: 935
X7×1 =
[
θEM , θw, θ˙EM , θ˙w, θ˙v, Tdt, TEM
]T
(53)
The model input is Tplant. 936
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APPENDIX B
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 1: NOMINAL CONDITIONS
TABLE IX
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 2: NOISE AND DELAY INJECTION
TABLE X
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 3: INCREASED BACKLASH
TABLE XI
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 4: INCREASED INITIAL SPEED
TABLE XII
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 5: REDUCED TIRE-ROAD FRICTION COEFFICIENT
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TABLE XIII
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 6: INCREASED MOTOR RESPONSE TIME
TABLE XIV
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 7: INCREASED PAYLOAD
TABLE XV
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 8: UPHILL DRIVING
TABLE XVI
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 9: DOWNHILL DRIVING
TABLE XVII
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – TEST SCENARIO 10: TIP-OUT
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